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ODYSSEY
THE HISTORY OF A MAN WHO TOLD

TALES LIKE A CHILD
(outward and return)

Davide Bonetti, accordion
Filippo Garlanda, voice

Angelica Andreetto, voice

Odysseus stands to sirens’ singing

The Odyssey told as a tremendous and beautiful tale: ancient poets’ zither becomes an
accordion, marvellous stories poetic rhymes, Ulysses a man who tells tales like a child.
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ODYSSEY, OUTWARD
Telemachus, Calypso, the Phaecians (with Cicones, Lotus-Eaters, Cyclops, Aeolus, Laestrygonians, Circe,
the dead, Sirens, Scylla and Charybdis and the Sun Cattle rhymes)

The  first  part  of  the  Odyssey:  a  son searches  for  his  father,  a  woman so  beautiful  to
resemble a goddess and a whole night  telling about cyclopic shepherds, witches, wars,
wind and sea.

HALF-TIME
Calypso and Ulysses’ songs
Ulysses is now gone. After eight years with her. Woman and goddess, Calypso talks as a
river in flood, walking across her island. In the distance, the sea brings a voice singing a
chanson française… will it be really him?
From Dante’s Inferno Ulysses voice tells about his last voyage over the pillars of Hercules…
infin che ’l mar fu sovra noi richiuso (until the sea above us was closed again).

ODYSSEY, RETURN
Ithaca, Eumaeus, back home, the massacre, Laertes
Odyssey’s second part: to be back home, a swineherd’s hospitality, the terrible massacre
and to meet after twenty years a son, a wife, a father.

FINALE
James Joyce’s Ulysses finale, with Molly Bloom (Penelope) getting asleep and her thoughts
running and running... with a lullaby in five.

(90 minutes)

* the play could be also performed with the participation of a visual artist painting live on
the stage
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Master degree in Environmental Engineering at the University of Brescia, PhD in Places and
Time of the City and the Territory. Along with scientific studies he attends to the musical

ones with M.° Alberto Bugatti at “L. Marenzio” Conservatory in Brescia. He trains and deepens his own
theatrical paths, between words and movement with actors, dancers and directors such as Franco Bertàn,
Daniel  Meininghaus,  Mina Mezzadri,  Roberto Castello,  César  Brie,  Eugenio Allegri,  Alessandro Mor and
Alessandro Quattro, Maurizio Nichetti, Elena Bucci and Marco Sgrosso, Antonella Bertoni.
As an actor, director and musician he worked with various theatres and institutions such as  CTB Teatro
Stabile of Brescia, Teatro Grande of Brescia, Teatro Franco Parenti of Milano, Teatro Stabile d'Innovazione in
Verona,  Piccola  Compagnia  Stabile  of  Brescia,  Associazione  Cieli  Vibranti  and  ForArt,  Teatro  Belcan,
Associazione Soldano, Teatro delle Ali. He usually works with musicians, choirs, bands and orchestras and he
is also active in theatrical and musical education, leading children, teen agers and adults through expression
courser and experiences. 
In  2013  he  takes  part,  as  teacher  for  children  and  singers,  in  the  lyric  opera  Brimborium! by  Mauro
Montalbetti, winning Abbiati Award “for School” XI edition 2012/13. During the same year he debuts with
his own monologue 8tto: a tale for little man, tuba and clarinet and creates project zerO, for a sustainable
theatre able to exist without surplus. In 2015 he performs for the first time in Cracow Synagogue the play In
the fields. Words, trees and songs to heal the war.
He participates to the  Italian Culture in Bosnia Herzegovina Month performing in Sarajevo in 2016  The
silence of the sea. A siege for voice and accordion, in collaboration with the Italian Embassy in Sarajevo.
He is  now going further in the artistic research, exploring connections between music,  movement and
words with, among the others, the pianist and composer Pierangelo Taboni; he created with him the play
Guerra, Angelo. A tale for voice, piano and other singing things.

Davide Bonetti
db@davidebonetti.it

“He plays his accordion naturally and with enthralling passion”, “a sensitive musician”, “In
Davide Bonetti’s arms, accordion turned into an orchestra”.
In his family accordion is a tradition begun with the great-grandfather. Born in Castiglione

delle Stiviere (MN) in 1977, it comes naturally to him to study the instrument, as a child, with his uncle
Filippo Bazzoli. He later on improves with Fausto Beccalossi, worldwide famous accordeonist. After taking
the degree in Jazz music in the Conservatory of Brescia, he deepens as well jazz music study with Beppe
Rusconi. He takes part in many seminars about performing practice (Klaus Paier, Jean Louis Noton, Peter
Soave, Frank Marocco) as well as theory and improvisation (Pietro Leveratto, John Kinnison).
In theatre he composes, arranges and plays stage music for various plays. He worked together with actors,
dancers, directors, circus artists and performers.

Angelica Andreetto
angelica.bolkonskaja@gmail.com

Twenty-three years old, she took a degree in Philosophy at the University of Milano. She
took part  during high school in readings and plays in collaboration with the association
T(r)eatro - Terre di confine. Since 2013 she performs with the theatre music group zerO.
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